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Abstract

Multimedia data mining is the mining of high-level mul-
timedia information and knowledge from large multimedia
databases. A multimedia data mining system prototype,
MultiMediaMiner, has been designed and developed. It in-
cludes the construction of a multimedia data cube which fa-
cilitates multiple dimensional analysis of multimedia data,
primarily based on visual content, and the mining of multi-
ple kinds of knowledge, including summarization, compari-

son, classi�cation, association, and clustering.

1 Introduction

There has been rapid progress in the �eld of data min-

ing and data warehousing research, but nothing sub-

stantial in mining multimedia. Many data mining and

data warehousing systems have been developed for min-

ing knowledge in relational databases and data ware-

houses [4]. Multimedia has been the major focus for

many researchers around the world. Many techniques

for representing, storing, indexing, and retrieving multi-

media data have been proposed. However, rare are the

researchers who ventured in the multimedia data min-

ing �eld. Most of the studies done are con�ned to the

data �ltering step of the KDD process. In [3], Czyzewski

shows how KDD methods can be used to analyze audio

data and remove noise from old recordings. Chien et al.

in [2] use knowledge-based AI techniques to assist im-

age processing in a large image database generated from

the Galileo mission. Others use Multimedia to comple-

ment data mining systems. Bhandari et al., for instance,
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marries a data mining application with multimedia re-

sources. His application does not claim to mine a mul-

timedia database, but uses video clips to support the

knowledge discovered from a numerical database [1].

Multimedia data mining is a sub�eld of data mining

that deals with the extraction of implicit knowledge,

multimedia data relationships, or other patterns not

explicitly stored in multimedia databases.

Recent advances in the research on multimedia data-

bases [7, 8, 5] enable creation of large multimedia

databases which can be queried in an e�ective way.

These advances, in combination with the research into

multimedia database and advances in data mining in

relational databases [4], created a possibility for the

creation of multimedia data mining systems.

The current MultiMediaMiner system includes four

data mining modules for mining knowledge in image

and video databases: characterization, comparison,

classi�cation, and association. Additional modules are

in the design and development stage.

A more detailed description of the MultiMediaMiner
system is presented in Section 2. A summary and a

discussion of our on-going research are in Section 3.

2 A database mining system prototype

The MultiMediaMiner system is based on our experiences

in the development of an on-line analytical data mining

system, DBMiner, and C-BIRD, a system for Content-

Based Image Retrieval from Digital libraries.

The DBMiner system applies multi-dimensional data-

base structures [6], attribute-oriented induction, multi-

level association analysis, statistical data analysis, and

machine learning approaches for mining di�erent kinds

of rules in relational databases and data warehouses. C-
BIRD system contains 4 major components: (i) Image

Excavator (a web agent) for the extraction of images

and videos from multimedia repositories, (ii) a pre-

processor for the extraction of image features and

storing precomputed data in a database, (iii) a user

interface, and (iv) a search kernel for matching queries
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Figure 1: General Architecture of MultiMediaMiner.

Figure 2: MultiMediaMiner Classi�er user interface.

with image and video features in the database. The

database used by C-BIRD is an addition to the image

repository and contains mainly meta-data extracted by

the pre-processor and the Image Excavator, like colour

and texture characteristics and automatically generated

keywords. MultiMediaMiner, the general architecture

of which is shown in Figure 1, inherits the CBIRD

database.

For each image collected, the database contains some

description information, a feature descriptor, and a

layout descriptor. The original image is not directly

stored in the database; only its feature descriptors

are stored. The description information encompasses

�elds like: image �le name, image URL, image type

(i.e. gif, jpeg, bmp, avi, mpeg, : : : ), a list of all

known web pages referring to the image (i.e. parent

URLs), a list of keywords, and a thumbnail used by

the user interface for image and video browsing. The

feature descriptor is a set of vectors for each visual

characteristic. The main vectors are: a colour vector

containing the colour histogram quantized to 512 colours

(8� 8� 8 for R�G�B), MFC (Most frequent Colour)

vector, and MFO (Most Frequent Orientation) vector.

The MFC and MFO contain 5 colour centroids and 5

edge orientation centroids for the 5 most frequent colours

and 5 most frequent orientations (the edge orientations

used are: 0�, 22:5�, 45�, 67:5�, 90�, etc.). The layout

descriptor contains a colour layout vector and an edge

layout vector. Regardless of their original size, all images

are assigned an 8�8 grid. The most frequent colours for

each of the 64 cells are stored in the colour layout vector

and the number of edges for each orientation in each of

the cells is stored in the edge layout vector. Other sizes

of grids, like 4�4, 2�2 and 1�1, can be derived easily.

The Image Excavator uses image contextual informa-

tion, like HTML tags in web pages, to derive keywords.

By traversing on-line directory structures, like the Ya-

hoo directory, it is possible to create hierarchies of key-

words mapped on the directories in which the image was

found. These graphs are used as concept hierarchies for

the dimension \keyword" in the multimedia data cube.

The multimedia data cube we use has many dimen-

sions. The following are some examples: (1) the size

of the image or video in bytes with automatically gener-

ated numerical hierarchy; (2) the width and height of the

frames (or picture) constitute 2 dimensions with auto-

matically generated numerical hierarchy; (3) the date on

which the image or video was created (or last modi�ed)

is another dimension on which a time hierarchy is built;

(4) the format type of the image or video with two-level

hierarchy containing all video and still image formats;

(5) the frame sequence duration in seconds (0 seconds

for still images) with numerical hierarchy; (6) the im-

age or video Internet domain with a pre-de�ned domain

hierarchy; (7) the Internet domain of pages referencing

the image or video (parent URL) with a pre-de�ned do-

main hierarchy; (8) the keywords with a term hierarchy

de�ned as described above; (9) a colour dimension with

a pre-de�ned colour hierarchy; (10) an edge-orientation

dimension with a pre-de�ned hierarchy, etc.

The mining modules of the MultiMediaMiner system

include four functional modules, characterizer, compara-

tor, classi�er, and associator. The functionalities of

these modules are described as follows:

� MM-Characterizer: This module discovers a set of

characteristic features at multiple abstraction levels

from a relevant set of data in a multimedia database.

It provides users with a multiple-level view of the

data in the database with roll-up and drill-down

capabilities. For example, the module may describe

the general characteristics of image sequences based

on the topic of the video, the topic being a high
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level keyword de�ned in the concept hierarchy. The

user can drill-down along the topic dimension to �nd

characteristics of the image sequences based on more

concrete topics.

� MM-Comparator: This module discovers a set of

comparison characteristics contrasting the features

of di�erent classes of the relevant sets of data in a

multimedia database. It compares and distinguishes

the general features of one set of data, known

as the target class, from the other set(s) of data,

known as the contrasting class(es). For example, the

module may show the di�erences in video duration

and colour richness between videos served in the

commercial Internet domain (com) and videos served

on the education domain (edu) and created in July

1997.

� MM-Associator: This module �nds a set of associa-

tion rules from the relevant set(s) of data in an image

and video database. An association rule shows the

frequently occurring patterns (or relationships) of a

set of data items in a database. A typical association

rule is in the form of \X ! Y [s%; c%]" where X and

Y are sets of predicates, s% is the support of the rule

(the probability that X and Y hold together among

all the possible cases), and c% is the con�dence of the

rule (the conditional probability that Y is true under

the condition of X). For example, the module mines

association rules like: \what are relationships among

still images, the frequent colours used in them, their

size and the keyword `sky'?" One possible associa-

tion rule among many to be found is \if image is big

and is related to sky, it is blue with a possibility of

68%" or \if image is small and is related to sky, it

is dark blue with a possibility of 55%".

� MM-Classi�er: This module classi�es multimedia

data based on some provided class labels, such as

topics (based on keywords). The result is an elegant

classi�cation of a large set of multimedia data and

a characteristic description of each class. Figure 2

shows an output of this module where a classi�cation

of images and frames based on their topic, with

reference to the distribution of image format, is made

for a given Web site. By clicking on a class, a window

displays the images pertaining to the class (ex. book,

animal, ower in Figure 2).

3 On-going work and Conclusions

We1 have designed and developed an interesting multi-

media data mining system prototype, MultiMediaMiner,

1
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with the following features: (i) a multidimensional mul-

timedia data cube, (ii) multiple data mining modules,

including MM-Characterizer, MM-Comparator, and MM-
Associator, and (iii) an interactive mining interface and

display.

There are three major tasks calling for further re-

search into the design and development of the Multi-
MediaMiner system.

The �rst task is the improvement of the design and

construction of multimedia data cube. Our currrent im-

plementation supports only limited number of intervals

on the colour and texture dimensions in the data cube.

The second task is to enhance our data mining algo-

rithms to take advantage of the MFC and MFO centroids

in order to discover interesting spatial relationships.

The third task is the incremental addition of new data

mining functionalities into the system. We plan to add

a clusterer MM-Cluster-Analyser which would group im-

ages into di�erent clusters based on their multiple di-

mensional features, including both multimedia features,

such as colour and edge-orientation, and relational fea-

tures, such as keywords, URL information, and duration.
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